ABSTRACT In order to overcome the problem that the conventional algorithms cannot be applied in the polar region, a polar initial alignment algorithm for Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUVs) with a large misalignment angle is proposed in this paper. The error model, the dynamics model and the observation model of the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm is established under the grid frame. This initial alignment algorithm is designed for the temporary anchoring UUV. According to the complex environment in the polar region, the large misalignment angle is considered instead of the small misalignment angle in other algorithms. An unscented Kalman filter is used to realize the data fusion. Based on the characteristics of the dynamics and the observation model, the unscented Kalman filter is simplified. The errors of the velocity are chosen as the observations. The misalignment angle of UUVs is estimated by the simplified unscented Kalman filter. The results demonstrate that the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm can be effective in improving the initial alignment accuracy, especially when large misalignment angles occur.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUVs) can be traced back to 1950s. From then on, the intelligent level of UUVs has been gradually improving. UUVs play an important role in the marine resource detection, the submarine pipe laying operation, and other marine tasks [1] - [3] . In the consideration of the severe natural environment, it is difficult for people to explore the polar region. UUV can work in the severe environment because UUVs do not carry people. UUV is intelligent and can accomplish the marine tasks autonomously. For UUVs to accomplish the marine tasks, precise navigation is necessary. The Strapdown Inertial Navigation System (SINS) has high degree of autonomy [4] . It is the optimal choice for UUV navigation in the polar region [5] . SINS is one kind of Inertial Navigation System (INS). In SINS, the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is directly tied to the vehicle [6] , [7] . According to the inertial values and the measurement results of IMU, the SINS determines the relevant navigation information of UUV in
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Huiping Li. the polar region. And the polar inertial alignment is to obtain an inertial attitude matrix of UUV before navigation in the polar region [8] . Therefore, the results of initial alignment affect the navigation accuracy of UUV directly [9] - [11] .
The conventional initial alignment algorithms are based on the conventional SINS algorithms, including north-oriented and wander-oriented SINS. In the polar region, the Earth meridians converge rapidly. When applied in the polar region, the north-oriented SINS will have problems such as calculation overflow and error amplification. Although this problem can be solved by the wander-oriented SINS, the direction and the position information of wander-oriented SINS cannot be distinguished in the polar region. Therefore, the conventional north-oriented and wander-oriented SINS are unavailable in the polar region. In addition, the conventional initial alignment algorithms that based on the conventional SINS is unavailable in the polar region. It is important to propose an effective algorithm for the polar UUV initial alignment. In [12] , a polar grid navigation algorithm is proposed for UUV in the polar region. The polar poles are common points in the grid frame. Therefore, a grid frame and the polar grid navigation algorithm are suitable for developing the UUV VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ initial alignment algorithm when UUV sails in the polar region. Therefore, the polar frame is proposed in this paper to solve the navigation problem in conventional SINS in the polar region. For the non-polar regions, many initial alignment algorithms have been proposed [13] - [17] . Only a few initial alignment algorithms are proposed for the polar region [18] , [19] . Some of these algorithms are based on the hypothesis of a small misalignment angle. Under this condition, the error model of UUV initial alignment is a linear model. And the linear filter algorithm is used to achieve the data fusion, such as the Kalman filter (KF) [20] . The other algorithms are based on the hypothesis of a large misalignment angle. Under this condition, the error model of UUV initial alignment is a nonlinear model. Only the nonlinear filter algorithm can be used to realize the data fusion, such as the Extend Kalman filter (EKF) and the Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [21] - [26] . The existing UUV initial alignment algorithms construct their error equations based on the north-oriented SINS. And they cannot be used for the polar UUV initial alignment. In addition, in the polar region, the environment is severe and complex. The large misalignment angle is considered in this paper. Therefore, the nonlinear error equations of UUV initial alignment algorithm need to be designed based on the grid frame in the polar region.
EKF is a widely used nonlinear filter algorithm. However, the calculation of the Jacobian matrix is complicated, especially for the high-order systems. And ignoring the high-order terms will result in inaccurate results. For a nonlinear system, approximating to a statistical distribution is easier than approximating to a nonlinear transformation. Based on this idea, Unscented Transformation (UT) and UKF were proposed by Li [27] and Julier and Uhlmann [28] . UKF can realize the data fusion of the nonlinear models. It does not need to calculate the Jacobian matrix. Therefore, UKF is simpler and more convenient than EKF. In addition, the conventional UKF can be simplified when the noises are the additive noises. The simplified UKF not only guarantees the accuracy of the algorithm but also reduces the complexity of the filter algorithm. According to the characteristics of the polar UUV initial alignment, the simplified UKF is chosen as data fusion algorithm in this paper.
In this paper, a polar initial alignment algorithm for UUV with a large misalignment angle is proposed. The main contributions of this paper include the following two aspects. Firstly, the polar initial alignment error equations and dynamics models for UUV with a large misalignment angle are established based on the grid frame. The large initial misalignment angle is described in the beginning of Section B. Based on the large initial misalignment angle and the grid frame, the error model of this algorithm is established. Secondly, according to the characteristics of UUV and the polar environment, the conventional UKF is simplified to realize the data fusion. The following sections are arranged as follows. The error equations of the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm are established in Section II. In Section III, the dynamics models and the observation models are deduced based on the error equations. The conventional and simplified UKF are discussed in Section IV. The results are presented in Section V. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section VI.
II. ERROR EQUATIONS OF THE POLAR INITIAL ALIGNMENT WITH A LARGE MISALIGNMENT ANGLE
Due to the rapid convergence of the Earth meridians, the conventional SINS cannot be applied in the polar region. In addition, the conventional UUV initial alignment algorithms that based on the conventional SINS are invalid in the polar region. These problems can be solved by the polar grid navigation algorithms, which are based on the grid frame [29] , [30] . Therefore, the error equations of the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle are deduced in this section. In the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm, the grid frame is chosen as the navigation frame. To realize the polar UUV initial alignment, the grid frame is briefly introduced. Based on the grid frame and the hypothesis of a large misalignment angle, the attitude and velocity error equations of the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm are deduced in this section.
A. THE GRID FRAME
The grid frame is a new definition of the frame. Like the other frames, the point on the earth can be described by the grid frame. In the grid frame, the polar region is similar to the normal region. And the polar poles are the common position points in the grid frame. Therefore, the rapid convergence of the Earth meridians has no impacts on the initial alignment algorithms that based on the grid frame. The detail definition of the grid frame can be described as Fig. 1 [31] .
In Fig. 1 , the first datum planes of the grid frame are the planes that parallel to the Greenwich plane. These datum planes are called the grid planes. The other datum planes of the grid frame are the tangent planes of the earth that pass the position of UUV. The interesting line of the two datum planes forms the grid north axis. The grid up axis coincides with the geographic up axis. Therefore, there is an angle σ between the grid and the geographic north axis. In addition, the grid frame is a right-handed frame. Based on these, the grid frame can be defined at any point on the earth. The description of the grid frame can be simplified as G frame. According to the definition of the grid frame, the error equations of the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm can be established.
The other frames involved in this paper can be expressed as follows. The description of the inertial frame is simplified as i frame. The description of the earth centered earth fixed frame is simplified as e frame. The description of the body frame is simplified as b frame. The description of the navigation frame is simplified as n frame. The description of the geographic frame is simplified as g frame.
The direction cosine matrixes among these frames can be described as follows. The direction cosine matrix from e frame to g frame can be described as C g e . Similarly, C G g and C G e represent the direction cosine matrixes from g frame to G frame and the direction cosine matrix from e frame to G frame, respectively.
where L and λ represent the latitude and the longitude of the location, respectively. s(·) and c(·) represent sin(·) and cos(·), respectively. Based on the definition of the grid frame, the grid north axis is vertical to the y axis in the e frame. Therefore, the relationship between the unit vectors in these two axes can be described as:
where e Y is the unit vector of y axis in the e frame and e G N is the unit vector of grid north axis in the G frame. According to the relationship between the g frame and the e frame and the relationship between the g frame and the G frame, the two unit vectors can be expressed by the unit vector in the frame as follows.

where 
According to (4), (7) and (8), the relationship among L, λ and σ can be described as:
Considering,
The angle between the grid north direction and the geographic north direction is σ that can be described as:
According to the relationships among the related frames, the attitude, the velocity, and the position error equations of the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle can be expressed as follows.
B. ATTITUDE ERROR EQUATIONS
According to the hypothesis of a big misalignment angle in the polar UUV initial alignment, the errors between the ideal G frame and actual G frame (G frame) cannot be ignored. The misalignment angle of the polar UUV initial alignment that is between the G fame and the G frame can be defined as φ
. These angles are all large misalignment angle.
Because of the large initial misalignment angle is considered in this paper. The sin and the cos of these angles cannot be simplified. Therefore,
After three times rotation with angles φ G z , φ G x , and φ G y , the G frame and the G frame coincide. The coordinate transformation matrix of these three rotations can be described as:
The direction cosine matrix C G G that is from the G frame to the G frame can be described as (22) , as shown at the top of the next page.
In the G frame, the rotational angular velocity from the G frame to the G frame can be expressed as:
Thus, ω G GG can be rewritten as: (25) where
The attitude equations of the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle in an ideal and an actual condition can be described as (28) and (29), respec- (29) where C G b is the direction cosine matrix from b frame to G frame. C G G is the direction cosine matrix from b frame to G frame. ω b ib × and ω G iG × are the anti-symmetric matrix of ω b ib and ω G iG , respectively. The errors of these components can be described as (30) (31) (32) (33) . 
where R Mh = R M + h and R Nh = R N + h, R M is the radius of curvature in the meridian circle. R N is the radius of curvature in the meridian circle. h is the height of UUV. R xG and R yG are the equivalent radius of curvature in the grid frame. 1 R xG and 1 R yG are the equivalent curvature in the grid frame. 1 τ fG is the twist rate of the ellipsoid at point P [31] . The coordinate in the e frame R e (x, y, z) is chosen to express the position of the UUV in the polar region. This expression can overcome the error problems that are caused by the rapid convergence of the Earth meridians in the conventional latitude and longitude expression.
In the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm, the velocity errors and the position errors can be described in the grid frame:
According to the hypothesis of a temporary anchoring UUV, the position errors of UUV can be neglected. Therefore, δω G ie can be neglected and δω G eG can be described as (42).
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where neglecting the small terms and ignoring the ellipse of the Earth and the influence of distortion, C ωeGv can be simplified as (43).
where R eh = R e + h and R e is the equivalent radius of curvature of the earth. Subtracting (38) from (29), considering (30-43) and neglecting the small high-order terms, the relationship among the angular velocities and the direction cosine matrix can be described as (44).
Substituting (44) into (25), (25) can be rewritten as (45).
where
where ε b is the gyro drifts. ε b c is the gyro constant drifts. ε b w is the gyro random drifts. And ε b w can be regarded as Gaussian white noise.
Based on the analyses above, the attitude error equation of the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle can be expressed as (49).
The velocity error equations of the polar UUV initial alignment can be deduced from the velocity difference equations of UUV. According to the characteristics of UUV and the environment of the polar region, the velocity difference equations of UUV in an ideal condition and an actual condition can be expressed as (50) and (51), respectively.
where f b is the special force in the b frame. g G is the gravity acceleration in the G frame. The errors of these components can be described as (52-56) . Subtracting (50) from (51), substituting (32-33, 52-56), and neglecting the small terms, the velocity error equation of the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle can be described as (57).
III. THE DESIGN OF THE NONLINEAR MODELS A. DYNAMICS MODELS
In the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle, the nonlinear models can be established based on the attitude error equations and the velocity error equations proposed in last section. The states to be estimated are composed of the attitude errors φ G , the velocity errors δV G , the gyro drifts ε b , and the accelerometer bias ∇ b . These states can be expressed as follows:
According to the attitude error equations and the velocity error equations for the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle, the nonlinear dynamics model can be established as (59).
B. OBSERVATION MODELS
In the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle, the velocity error is chosen as the observation states that can be described as follows:
The observation model for the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle can be established as (59-60).
is the velocity in the actual condition with errors, V G is the velocity in ideal condition without errors. δV G is the velocity errors. v G d is the white noise.
where V is the measurement noise matrix that can be regarded as white noise. The covariance of V is R. H is the observation matrix that can be described as follows:
IV. THE DESIGN OF THE NONLINEAR FILTER ALGORITHM
The KF is widely used in the data fusion of the linear model. In this paper, the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle is a nonlinear model. There will be errors from the data fusion when using the KF. Choosing and modifying a useful filter method is important for the polar UUV initial alignment. According to the thought of approximately, the nonlinear model is approximated as a linear model in most nonlinear filter methods. The EKF can realize the data fusion of the nonlinear model. However, the calculation of the Jacobian matrix is complex, especially for the high-order systems. Neglecting the high-order terms, the filtering results are inaccurate.
It is easier to approximate to a statistical distribution than to approximate to a nonlinear transformation. The UT and UKF were proposed by Li [27] and Julier and Uhlmann [28] . The UKF can realize the data fusion of the nonlinear model. There is no need for UKF to calculate the Jacobian matrix. Therefore, the UKF is simpler and more convenient. According to the conventional UKF algorithm and the characteristics of the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle, the simplified UKF that is used for the polar UUV initial alignment is deduced in this section.
To simplify the description, the discrete form of the nonlinear model can be expressed:
where x k is the discrete form of the states. z k is the discrete form of the observation. w k−1 is the discrete form of the system noise. v k is the discrete form of the observation noise.
The statistical characteristics of these discrete values can be described:
The purposes of UKF are to find the Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) [27] . There are total four main steps in the conventional UKF, including initializing the extend states and the variance of the estimation errors, calculating the Sigma points of the extend states and the corresponding weighting factors, time updating, and measurement updating. In the conventional UKF, the states should be extended. The details about the conventional can be obtained in [27] and [28] . Therefore, the conventional UKF won't be discussed in detail in this paper.
B. SIMPLIFIED UKF ALGORITHM
According to the nonlinear models deduced in last section, the nonlinear model of the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle is an additive model. The observation model of the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm is a linear model. Therefore, the conventional UKF can be simplified. Compared with the conventional UKF, the simplified UKF can reduce the calculation complexity. The UKF is based on UT. According to the selection of the Sigma points, the UKF can be approximate to the priori statistical distribution of the system states. Then the UKF realize the evolution of the posterior distribution based on the nonlinear equations.
In the conventional UKF, the states should be extended. However, when the noises are the additive noises, there is no need for the states to be extended. The simplified UKF for the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle can be expressed as follows.
1) Initializing the extend states and the variance of the estimation errorŝ
(67)
2) Calculating the sigma points of the extend states and the corresponding weighting factors
3) Time updating 
4) Measurement updatinĝ
The states in the conventional UKF are needed to be extended. However, the states in the simplified UKF are not needed to be extended. Therefore, the state dimensions and the computational complexity of the simplified UKF are much lower than those of the conventional UKF. In addition, the observation model of the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle is a linear model. Therefore, the simplified UKF can be simplified further.
The discrete form of the observation model can be described:
where H k is the discrete form of the observation matrix. From (74-75), we can obtain
And the Sigma points are satisfied with (84).
Substituting (85) into (80), we can obtain
Based on the analysis above and to clearly describe the simplified UKF for the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle, the simplified UKF can be expressed as follows:
(87)
3) Time updating
V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, simulations and experiments are performed based on the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle. The results are discussed at the end of this section. Two comparative tests are performed in this section. VOLUME 7, 2019 In the first comparative test, the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle is compared with the conventional UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle in the polar region. The polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle proposed in this paper is called Algorithm 1. The conventional UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle proposed in paper [17] is called Algorithm 2. The Algorithm 1 is based on the polar grid navigation algorithm of UUV. The Algorithm 2 is based on the conventional north-oriented SINS algorithm of UUV. Both the two algorithms are used for UUV initial alignment with a large misalignment angle in the polar region. To clearly describe the results, different directions of the initial misalignment angle is considered in this paper. But the size of the initial misalignment angles is the same.
Based on the Algorithms 1 and 2, the simulation and the experiment are performed. And the results are discussed as following texts. The initial state estimation covariance P 0 , the system noise covariance Q, and the measurement noise covariance R in simulation are set as follows.
The simulation results of the first comparative test between Algorithm 1 and 2 can be described as Figs. 2-4 .
In order to clearly describe the initial alignment, the initial alignment results of these two algorithms in the simulation can be expressed as table 1 .
From the results above, Algorithm 1 shows better performance than Algorithm 2 for UUV initial alignment in the polar region. The final initial alignment results of According to the results shown in Fig. 5 , the values of the initial misalignment angles have impacts on the results of the initial alignment. The results demonstrate that the smaller misalignment angle converges more quickly and more stable near zero. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
Because of the geography restriction of the authors' country, the experiment was performed in form of the semiphysical simulation. In the semi-physical simulation, the gyro drifts and the accelerometer bias are measured from the test. The other part of the experiment is performed through the simulation. Both the true measured data and the simulated data compose the experimental data. The experimental White Dolphin-100 UUV, shown in Figs. 6-7, is developed by our institute. The motion control is realized by one main rear propeller, three thrusters, one elevator and one rudder. The mission control computer realizes the mission control. The sensors in White Dolphin-100 UUV include the IMU, the Doppler velocity log (DVL), the depth sensor, the Global Positioning System (GPS), the underwater camera, and the sonar.
The practical measured data and the simulated data composes the experimental data. The practical measured data includes the gyro drifts and the accelerometer bias that can be measured by experiment. They are the inherent attributes of UUV. The simulated data includes the true value of the angular velocity and the true value of the special force. Once the motion of UUV determined, they are the same no matter gained from experiment or gained from the simulation. Therefore, this part of data can be obtained from simulation. According to the analysis above, the true value of the angular velocity ω b ib and the true value of the special force Therefore, the initial state estimation covariance P 0 , the system noise covariance Q, and the measurement noise covariance R in experiment are set as follows.
Similar to the simulation, the comparative tests are performed in the experiment. The experimental test is the comparative test between Algorithm 1 and 2. The experiment results of the comparative test are shown as Figs. 8-10 .
To clearly describe the initial alignment, the initial alignment results of these two algorithms in the experiment can be expressed as of Algorithm 2 in east, north and up directions are −678.5', −503', and −17090', respectively. Algorithm 1 is suitable for UUV initial alignment in the polar region with a large misalignment angle.
C. DISCUSSIONS
The comparative tests are performed in this section. According to the results of the simulation and the experiment, the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle proposed in this paper can be effectively used in the polar region.
In the first comparative test, Algorithm 1 is compared with Algorithm 2 in the polar region. Algorithm 1 expresses better initial alignment performance than Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 is the conventional UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle. Algorithm 2 is based on the conventional north-oriented SINS. Since the rapid convergence of the Earth meridians in the high latitude areas, there will be calculation overflow and error divergence in the conventional north-oriented SINS in the polar region. Therefore, the conventional UUV initial alignment algorithms with a large misalignment angle are not suitable for UUV in the polar region. Algorithm 1 is based on the polar grid navigation algorithm. In the grid frame, the poles are just the ordinary points. The rapid convergence of the Earth meridians has no impacts on the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm that is based on the polar grid SINS. Therefore, the proposed polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle is suitable for UUV in the polar region.
In the second comparative test, different initial misalignment angles are considered. This comparative test demonstrates the impacts of the initial misalignment angles on the proposed polar initial alignment algorithm. The smaller misalignment angle has the faster initial alignment speed. The bigger misalignment angle has stronger non-linear. It needs more time to converge to zero. Since the final initial alignment accuracy is related to the gyro and accelerometer biases, the final initial alignment results are nearly the same for different initial alignment angles.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle is proposed in this paper. The polar UUV initial alignment algorithm is based on the polar grid navigation algorithm and the characteristics of UUV. Therefore, the rapid convergence of the Earth meridians in the high latitude areas has no impacts on this algorithm. The conventional UKF is simplified based on the characteristics of the polar UUV initial alignment algorithm. Simulations and the experiments are performed. The results demonstrate that the proposed polar UUV initial alignment algorithm with a large misalignment angle can be effectively used in the polar region.
